Worksheet 7. Verbs: Present activities

Check the word or phrase that means the same as the word or phrase in bold.

1. I am drawing a picture.
   ____ watching
   ____ looking at
   ____ making

2. Aunt Brenda is tired. She’s taking a nap. She is lying down on her bed.
   ____ in a vertical position
   ____ in a horizontal position
   ____ bending her body

3. Our family is having dinner now. We are sitting down at the table.
   ____ in a horizontal position
   ____ on chairs
   ____ on sofas

4. We have ten chairs. Eleven people are in the room. Ten people are on the chairs, and one person is standing up.
   ____ in a horizontal position
   ____ in a vertical position
   ____ under the chair

5. Larry is telling a funny story. His friends are laughing.
   ____ making a happy sound
   ____ talking
   ____ teaching

6. People in the theatre are clapping their hands. They like the singer.
   ____ waving
   ____ holding
   ____ making a sound with their two hands

7. The roses are growing fast!
   ____ becoming big
   ____ becoming small
   ____ dying

8. Cristina is not studying. She is daydreaming.
   ____ thinking about her studies
   ____ not thinking about her studies
   ____ sleeping